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BACKGROUND
While the COVID-19 pandemic stirred supply chain disruptions and inflationary
pressures that put global economies at risk, it also spurred a dramatic surge
in digital content consumption by billions of users around the world. Given the
remarkable global popularity of Korean cultural content (K-content) pre-pandemic,
this change has lent significant momentum and growth for K-content exports.
Revenue from Korean content exports - which includes Korean music (K-pop),
dramas (K-dramas), films, smartphone applications, gaming, and webtoons, amongst
others - nearly doubled between 2016 and 2020, from KRW 6.9 trillion (USD 6.0
billion) to KRW 13.6 trillion (USD 11.9 billion). This is an especially remarkable
increase when compared with the relatively flat 3.4 percent (compound annual
growth rate of 0.85 percent) growth in Korea’s total exports over the same period,
reiterating the role of K-content exports as a key growth engine for the Korean
economy.1
To shed further light on this trend, this report highlights the growing soft power of
K-content exports and quantifies the various channels through which Google enables
Korean businesses to thrive internationally through its platforms and initiatives.

1. GOOGLE AS A PLATFORM FOR KOREAN BUSINESSES AND ITS ECONOMIC CONTRIBUTION

Much of K-content is promoted and shared with the world through digital
mediums. To this effect, Google offers a range of “digital enablers” that facilitate
and promote the export of Korean products, tools, services, and content. These
include digital content distribution platforms such as Google Play and the Android
Operating System (OS), and digital advertising tools such as Google Ads and
AdSense. These Google products have benefited Korean businesses by accelerating
outreach to global customers and facilitating market expansion.

1.1 GOOGLE’S ECONOMIC AND EXPORT BENEFITS
In 2021, Google’s products generated KRW 19.3 trillion (USD 16.9 billion)
worth of economic beneﬁts for Korean businesses.2 To put this into
perspective, these benefits are equivalent to almost 20 percent of the
Gross Domestic Product (GDP) in Korea’s information and communication
(ICT) sector. These economic benefits comprise the incremental revenue
earned by businesses as they gain access to a larger audience base
through Google’s products and services.3 This study also finds that a
large share of Google’s economic benefits for businesses is exportrelated, with an estimated KRW 8.5 trillion (USD 7.4 billion) of 2021’s
business beneﬁts - 44 percent of the year’s total business beneﬁts generated from overseas markets.4
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1.2 JOBS SUPPORTED BY GOOGLE IN KOREA
Google has stimulated and supported job creation in the digital
economy through its products and operating system. Through Google
Ads and AdSense, Google has supported the creation of 106,300 jobs
across the overall Korean economy, of which 38,300 jobs supported are
export-related (i.e., jobs that are supported by Korean businesses, to
meet overseas demand).5
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2. GOOGLE FACILITATING
THE GLOBAL REACH OF "K-CONTENT"
Korean businesses both large and small are utilizing Google’s tools to promote their products and widen
their audiences.6 For instance, Google Search’s 4.3 billion global users present a sizable opportunity for
Korean companies looking to reach audiences beyond their own shores.7 Google has helped over 973,000
Korean businesses expand their businesses globally in 2021, of which 97 percent (947,000) were small and
medium-sized businesses, or SMBs.8 Through Google’s ecosystem of tools and initiatives, these companies
successfully reached over 1.86 billion potential customers - measured in clicks - around the globe in 2021.9
Besides technological support from Google’s ecosystem of operating systems and devices such as Android
and Google Play, Google provides a variety of solutions and tools that support businesses in penetrating and
expanding into markets, including Google Merchant Center (GMC), Market Finder, Business Profile (formerly
Google My Business), Google Ads, AdSense, AdMob, Google Workspace (formerly G Suite), and Google Cloud
Platform (GCP). Businesses can use Google Merchant Center (GMC) to upload and maintain key product
information such as pricing and pictures, so that they can be displayed in Google Shopping results. By
leveraging such tools to grow their global digital presence, Korean businesses can strengthen and expand
their overseas customer base.
Leveraging the Korean wave (Hallyu), Google has facilitated Korean exports across various segments. It has
also helped stir interest in other Korean products and services. The following sections show how companies
in Korea have benefited from Google’s partnership, tools, and initiatives: games, cultural media (films, music,
and webtoons), and other areas (e.g., consumer goods, beauty, and tourism).

2.1 GAMING
Among K-content exports, the gaming segment has been the most significant in terms of revenue, growing
23.1 percent between 2019 to 2020 and representing the largest share of exports.10 In 2020, Korean-made
mobile games comprised 68.8 percent - or KRW 9.4 trillion (USD 8.2 billion) - of the nation’s total content
exports of KRW 13.6 trillion (USD 11.9 billion). Google’s extensive partnership and support bolsters Korean app
publishers’ efforts to break through the global market.

BOX 1. DEVSISTERS’S GLOBAL SUCCESS WITH LEADING TITLE, ‘COOKIE RUN’ 11
“We utilized Google Play's developer tools and they have contributed greatly to our success. Our game Cookie Ru:
Ovenbreak had ranked 1st in the Arcade Games category of Google Play, and Cookie Run: Kingdom won Google Play's
Best Games of 2021.” 12 - Jihoon Lee, CEO
Devsisters has grown from a homegrown start-up to one of Korea’s leading global mobile game publishers.
Franchise games created under their main intellectual property, Cookie Run, have managed to garner over 150
million downloads globally since its inception. To establish a sustainable revenue strategy, Devsisters partnered
with Google AdMob to test the impact of rewarded ads and placements.13 Play Asset Delivery (PAD), a functionality
unique to Google Play, also helped reduce annual operational costs and shortened loading times, which in turn
improved user retention.14

2.2 CULTURAL MEDIA
The universal accessibility of K-content has propelled it to international recognition, with breakthroughs
such as Bong Joon-ho’s Parasite, the first non-English speaking film to win in the categories of ‘Best Picture’,
‘Best Screenplay’, ‘Best Director’, and ‘Best International Feature Film’ at the Academy Awards, and K-pop
phenomenon, BTS, continually breaking Billboard and Guinness World Records and paving their way into
the mainstream as one of the most successful global groups in music history.15 On another front, Korean
webtoons have also been gaining ground and building up their viewership internationally. The export of
webtoons grew by more than 64 percent in 2020, surpassing KRW 1 trillion (USD 840 million) in revenues,
according to the Korea Creative Content Agency (KOCCA), a governmental agency that oversees and
coordinates the development of the Korean content industry.16

BOX 2. NAVER WEBTOON AND KAKAOPAGE CAPTURING GLOBAL AUDIENCE WITH GOOGLE PLAY
Supported by Google Play through its platforms and initiatives, Korea lays claim to six of the world’s
top ten paid webtoon platforms, led by subsidiaries of key Korean giants Naver Corp and Kakao
Corp.17
Launched in 2014, Naver Webtoon is available in ten languages across 100 countries. With over 180
million monthly active users (MAU) as of March 2022, it has been building a strong global presence
including Europe.18 Google Play partnered with Naver Webtoon, in conjunction with the Korea Creative
Content Agency (KOCCA), to help small and medium-sized Korean game publishers leverage Naver
Webtoon’s own intellectual property (IP) to develop IP-based games for global markets, enabling more
Korean firms to gain revenues in exporting webtoon content.19

Launched in 2013, KakaoPage is a major webtoon publisher, providing webtoon, web novel, film,
and television series services on its two premium web literature platforms, KakaoPage and Daum
Webtoon.20 In 2021, Kakao Picomma, Kakao’s Japanese subsidiary, was Japan’s top grossing app by
revenue for the second year running.21 In 2021, KakaoPage was merged with Kakao M to form Kakao
Entertainment, completing a global entertainment value chain that includes storyline IP, artist
management, music, video content, production, and distribution platforms.22 Kakao is placing a strong
focus on global exports, including to Europe. With Android the preferred mobile operating systems
among European users, Google Play is central to Kakao’s expansion strategy.23

2.3 OTHER SEGMENTS
Demand for Korean consumer goods, cosmetics, local tourism, food, and even the Korean language have
skyrocketed in recent years, fueled by the positive image of Korean culture portrayed in television shows,
movies, and music. A 2021 study on the economic ripple effect of Hallyu estimated that Korean consumer
good exports rose by USD 2,244 for every USD 100 of cultural content exported between 2001 and 2017,
demonstrating the strong impact of Hallyu on a variety of Korean exports.24 Much of this effect is mediated
through enablers like Google, who support the development of deeper functionality of Korean products and
services through its extensive ecosystems (such as Android and Wear OS) and empower Korean brands to
gain traction abroad through market access tools.

BOX 3. SAMSUNG AND GOOGLE’S INNOVATIVE COLLABORATION
Samsung Electronics, a Korean conglomerate, is also the world’s leading mobile phone manufacturer.25
Samsung’s collaboration with Google to adopt Wear OS for the Galaxy Watch 4 enabled Samsung to
leverage Google’s extensive third-party app support and help achieve global success, as demonstrated
by sales growth beyond 200 percent in Q3 2021.26 Google has also collaborated with Samsung extensively
to promote its foldable smartphones (the Galaxy Fold line), such as running ads, creating optimized
versions of its apps, and optimizing the Android operating system for Samsung’s foldable phones.27

3. KOREAN APP PUBLISHERS
BREAKING INTO GLOBAL MARKETS
3.1 SUPPORTING KOREAN APP PUBLISHERS IN GENERATING
GLOBAL MOMENTUM
App and game publishers in Korea have been effectively leveraging Google Play to access overseas markets
and scale the consumption of their content. In 2021, Korean apps and games generated an estimated 2.43
billion downloads from overseas users, illustrating the size of its market.28 In addition, approximately 8,100
Korean app publishers, of which 75 percent were SMBs, had an overseas customer base on Google Play.29 In
all, Korean publishers with apps and games listed on Google Play were estimated to have earned over KRW 3.5
trillion (USD 3.1 billion) in revenue from customers outside Korea in 2021.30

Google’s ChangGoo Program is a joint initiative between Google Play, the Ministry of SMEs and Startups,
and the Korea Institute of Startup and Entrepreneurship Development (KISED). Established in 2019, the
program supports domestic app and game publishers with financial support, technical advice on app
improvement, and global marketing consultation and monetization advisory services when expanding into
overseas markets.

BOX 4. GLOBAL EXPANSION OF DIVERSE KOREAN CULTURE AND CONTENT
Blip is a Korean mobile app that makes it easy for K-pop fans to follow their favorite idols and
general buzz.31 Blip uses deep learning to curate the most vital information for fans, analyzes the
consumption patterns of K-pop fandoms, and aims to be a key accelerator of the K-content industry.
Within two years of its launch, Blip has successfully achieved one million app downloads, with 60
percent of its users from overseas.
“Blip was ranked ﬁrst in the 2021 Google ChangGoo Program, Google Play’s app and game startup growth support program, and its recognition and reliability have increased further. The most
noticeable change was that Blip’s core fans grew a lot.” 32 - Kim Hong-ki, CEO

Zamface is a K-beauty mobile app that allows users to exchange makeup tips, access curated beauty
videos, and receive suggestions on which video streamers to follow, via Zamface’s face-matching
function using artificial intelligence (AI) and facial recognition. Benefiting from working at the Google
For Startups campus and undergoing various Google training programs such as Google For Startups
Growth Academy at an early stage, Zamface was able to expand their apps into global markets like
Vietnam.33 Through such growth, Zamface has gained over 1.8 million cumulative subscribers since
its launch in January 2019.34
“I was involved in Google’s Growth Academy. For different stages of the business including the
establishment, the growth and the overseas expansion. Google’s experts helped in the areas that I
needed, especially via programs on the Objectives and Key Results (OKR), psychological coaching, and
the sharing of best practices among the participating companies.” - Yoon Jung-ha, CEO

TEUIDA is a Korean language app that uses interactive first-person simulated conversations to help
users learn everyday Korean expressions.35 Through the ChangGoo Program, the Google Ads team
in Korea helped TEUIDA review advertisement materials and progress in target markets, increasing
advertising efficiency and helping reduce user acquisition cost by 47 percent. TEUIDA quickly won
over overseas users since its July 2020 launch, with over 1.5 million learners on its app today and an
aim to serve the world’s top ten languages by 2025.36
“Even after the ChangGoo program ended, we can conveniently contact the Google Ads team
whenever we have any issues, and they continue to provide help and solutions for us to optimize our
advertising.” - Ji Woong Jang, CEO

3.2

PERCEPTIONS OF GOOGLE PLAY

A survey was conducted with 401 Korean app publishers from April to May 2022 to better understand how
Google’s tools and platforms (Google Play and Android) have facilitated Korean app publishers’ efforts to
expand their customer reach beyond Korea.37
Based on the results from this survey, app publishers expressed a strong desire to reach customers in
overseas markets, with 72 percent highlighting it as an important priority and 34 percent generating over
half of their downloads and revenue from global markets. Korean app publishers also perceive Google Play
to be the most effective and essential platform for successful overseas expansion, with 86 percent citing its
beneficial impact in this regard. Most crucially, Google Play was identified by 80 percent of those surveyed
as the most essential platform to gain a global presence, compared to 18 percent for the next highest app
distribution platform.

86%
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34%

generated more than half of its
downloads and revenues from
global markets
APP PUBLISHER SURVEY RESULT

4. CONCLUSION
As a key policy priority for the Korean government, the K-content export
opportunity will continue to be a force of inﬂuence in the coming years,
benefiting Korean businesses of all sizes.
In Korea, various government ministries have been supporting local SMBs in
marketing and exporting their products. An example is the "K-brand Hallyu
Marketing Support Project” developed by the Ministry of Culture, Sports
and Tourism, Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs, the Ministry
of Oceans and Fisheries, and the Ministry of SMEs and Startups, which
is an integrated programme helping SMBs collaborate with companies or
agencies overseas.38

In view of Google’s support, Korean businesses are well-placed to
capitalize on this opportunity to leverage Google’s globally established
offerings and accelerate the expansion and reach of Korean innovation and
content.

|

Google is committed to supporting local businesses and creators to thrive
globally via its global ecosystem, platforms, training/skillings, initiatives,
and investments.39
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APPENDIX | METHODOLOGY
A1. ESTIMATING GOOGLE’S TOTAL ECONOMIC BENEFITS FOR BUSINESSES IN 2021
To estimate the business benefits, the economic value generated by businesses that used Google’s products was calculated, in the form
of increased revenue (through increased customer outreach and access to new markets). The Google products included in this analysis
of business benefits include Google Search & Ads, AdSense, Google Play, and Android. These estimates are not inclusive of YouTube’s
economic impact in Korea, and are hence a conservative estimate of Google’s overall impact. These benefits do not include the ﬂowon economic effects generated, such as further purchases from their suppliers or the economic activity generated by the employees of
these businesses who spend their wages in the broader economy. These benefits also do not account for activity that may have been
displaced by Google, nor attempt to estimate the incremental impact of Google on the Korean economy beyond what would be the case
if Google did not exist but other companies like it did. Business benefits from Google Ads and AdSense were calculated by multiplying
estimated business expenditure on these tools by a profit multiplier.40 We assume that businesses receive USD8 in profit through
Google Search and Ads for every USD1 a business spends on Google Ads, and assume a separate multiplier for display advertising based
on academic literature.41 To estimate the revenue earned by app publishers in Korea through Google Play globally, we calculated the
revenue from global consumer spending attributable to Korean app publishers (net of service fees paid to Google), scaling up to include
advertising and other revenue sources.42 The number of jobs supported by Google’s advertising tools was based on the breakdown of
business benefits by sector and the revenue per worker in each sector.43 Jobs supported by the Android app economy is based on the
methodology developed by Mandel (2012), which distinguishes between direct, indirect and spillover jobs within the app economy.44 The
number of jobs in Korea’s app economy is estimated based on the country’s app intensity multiplied by the total number of employed
workers in the country.45

A2. ESTIMATING GOOGLE’S EXPORT BENEFITS FOR BUSINESSES IN 2021
To estimate the export-related business benefits for Google Search & Ads, AdSense, Google Play and Android respectively, we calculated
an “export ratio” for each of these tools and platforms and applied them to the business benefits gained by Korean businesses. These
“export ratios” express the proportion of business benefits that can be attributed to demand from overseas users. These were derived
from the app publisher survey, stratified sampling from the SEMRush database for advertising benefits, and “power-law” analysis for the
export revenue for Korean publishers on Google Play.46
The number of companies experiencing export benefits from Google’s advertising tools were determined by multiplying the estimated
number of Korean companies using paid digital advertising by the share of overseas traffic, removing double-counting for companies using
multiple Google platforms.47 The number of app publishers experiencing export benefits from Google Play and Android was determined by
multiplying the number of Korean app publishers by share of overseas app downloads, removing double-counting for companies deploying
on multiple Android stores.

A3. METHODOLOGICAL NOTE ON ALPHABETA’S SURVEY OF APP PUBLISHERS IN KOREA
AlphaBeta carried out a survey with 401 app and game publishers in Korea from April to May 2022 to better understand how Google’s
online advertising tools (Google Ads and AdSense) and content distribution platforms (Google Play and Android) have facilitated Korean app
publishers’ efforts to expand their customer outreach outside of Korea. The sample size of respondents is statistically significant based
on the total number of app and game publishers in Korea, at a 90 percent confidence level. AlphaBeta worked with a professional survey
administrator to ensure that there were no biases in the survey questions and the targeted respondent profile was captured, including
obtaining a representative mix across business size and type of apps published.48 Filter questions were used to ensure that respondents
had a good understanding of their company’s app publishing operations, and only unique publishers (no multiple responses from the same
publisher) were accepted.

IMPORTANT INFORMATION ON CONTENTS
This report has been prepared by AlphaBeta (part of Access Partnership) for Google. All information in this report is derived or estimated by AlphaBeta,
using both non-Google proprietary and publicly available information. Google has not supplied any additional data for the report, nor does it endorse
any estimates made in the report. These estimates are not inclusive of YouTube’s economic impact in Korea, and are hence a conservative estimate
of Google’s overall impact. Where information has been obtained from third party sources, this is clearly referenced in the footnotes. The amounts in
this report are estimated in both Korean won (KRW) and United States dollars (USD). The conversion is based on the average exchange rate in 2021 (1
January to 31 December), sourced from the International Monetary Fund (IMF) database of historical annual exchange rates, at 1 USD = 1,142.896 KRW.
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